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Abstract

Privacy is becoming a serious challenge in computerized environments,

especially the Web where many companies constantly attempt to violate the

privacy of users. Privacy infringements when companies gather customer in-

formation are more likely to occur if the customer lacks control over this

process. In general, most of privacy-preserving systems use pseudonyms or

employ the Trusted Third Party (TTP) that hides all user information from

web servers. However, users may want or need to identify themselves over the

net but still retain their activities and profile in private. On the contrary, it is

necessary for internet companies to know the user preference for their market-

ing activities and auditing. It is obviously conflicting between the user privacy

protecting and the company’s requirements. In this thesis, we presented the

system protocol that provides the customer’s privacy and satisfies business

requirements for the digital content transactions. In our approach, the cus-

tomer reveals his/her identity information(such as bank account or credit card

number) in exchange for a digital content while protecting the privacy. More-

over, the Internet company is also able to obtain customer’s buying pattern or

preferences but the customer’s privacy is sufficiently protected by unlinkabil-

ity between customer identity and profile information. The proposed system
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is designed with Chaum’s RSA blind signature scheme[13] and operated on

the open network as well as anonymity networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past year, as the number of Internet user has been tremendously

getting increase, various business and technologies based on the Internet were

developed. Above all, the e-commerce is the biggest market in these days but

the concern of privacy protection is getting influential. For example, when a

customer intends to purchase an item from the service provider on the Inter-

net, his information, such as IP address, browsed items, date of visit and the

number of page view, are stored in the company’s server side. The service

provider automatically collects customers’ information to analyze and learn

their purchasing patterns and inclination for the personalized advertisement

and maintaining the customer relationship. However, the user who accesses

sensitive web sites or wants to remain hidden on the network is dissatis-

fied with these kinds of personalized services. Moreover, it is possible that

if companies deal illegally their customer information with other companies

without any permissions or the customer information leak out of companies

accidentally occurred, the privacy would be infringed and broken. We believe

that the privacy protection features provide business advantages to the ser-

vice provider. If two service providers sell the same digital contents with the

same price while one of them provides privacy protection and the other does

not, the former is definitely more attractive to customers. To provide use-

ful privacy protection, many proposed protocols and applications have been

introduced so far, but they are only useful for web surfing in which users

have no desire or not required to be identified. Therefore, they are mostly
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useful when users visit free web sites and download free digital contents.

However, when customers wish to make online purchases using their credit

card numbers or banking accounts, they need to provide some identifying

or authenticating information. In such situations the issue of privacy is not

user anonymity communication problem, but how to hide customers’ shop-

ping/surfing patterns as much as possible. In general, the explicit demands

from customers and businesses regarding commerce based on the consumers’s

personal information are as follows. Customers want to be able to control

their privacy perfectly while shopping over the network. The company needs

reliable and various customer information and an access channel to analyze

customers’ purchasing pattern or dynamic market trends. This problem is

essentially conflicting to the anonymity communications problem. The for-

mer is concerned with hiding user’s surfing activities from the server but the

user is required to reveal identification information to the server while latter

is concerned with hiding user’s identity but all the user’s surfing activities are

under the prey eyes of the server.

1.1 Our Contributions

In this thesis, we consider the protocol which prevents the service provider

from finding out which customer have bought what kind of contents by the

unlinkability between the payment and user-profile information. Besides, we

do not employ any kind of anonymous payment system causing more com-

putation complexities and overheads to the network, and our approach can

be easily applied into the current implemented payment mechanisms. While

customer’s privacy is being protected, customers are required to reveal their

identities to pay for desired contents and the service provider is able to get

the necessary information for its marketing activities. To achieve described

above, we design the RSA blind signature-based system architecture that

protects the customer privacy for the digital content transaction.

2



1.2 Organization

The organization of this thesis is as follows: In Section 2, we present brief

mathematical background, cryptographic primitives and previous works used

in the thesis. In Section 3, we consider some requirements that the system

should be provided and propose our scheme. In Section 4, we evaluate the

security and performance of our scheme. Finally, we compare our scheme

with other works in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we introduce basic concepts which would be used in our

proposed scheme and and previous works for preserving privacy over the

network.

2.1 Mathematical Background

Chinese Remainder Theorem

Given are L moduli m1,m2, ..., mL, each an integer bigger than 1 and rela-

tively prime to all the others, so GCD(mk,mj)=1 whenever k 6=j. Also given

are L integers y1, y2, ..., yL. We seek an integer solution x of the simultaneous

congruences x ≡ yj mod mj for j= 1,2,3,...,L. The Chinese Remainder The-

orem(CRT) says just one solution x exists in the interval 0 ≤ x < M where

M:= m1 ·m2 · ... ·mL.

This can be derived from the notion of an Integer Inverse mod m. If

GCD(n,m)=1 then n has just one integer inverse u mod m that satisfies

u · n ≡ 1 mod m and 1 ≤ u < m. This follows from Euler’s theorem:

u ≡ nφ(m)−1 mod m where φ(m) is Euler’s Phi function that counts the

positive integers less than and relatively prime to m. Alternatively, u may

be computed by the Extended Euclidean GCD Algorithm that obtains the

Greatest Common Divisor of n and m by repeated remaining operations; this

algorithm also exhibits integers u and w that satisfy GCD(n,m)= u·n + w·m
= (u-m)·n + (w+n)·m=..., so that u can be chosen to lie in the interval 0
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≤ u < m. If u·n +w·m = GCD(n,m)=1 then 1 = u·n mod m and we may

write u=n−1 mod m. This integer inverse is unique because if 1=v·n mod

m too then (v-u)·1≡(v-n)·n·u≡(v·n-u·n)·u≡ 0 mod m.

To derive the CRT, we have M := m1, m2, ...,mL and set Mj:M/mj and

Wj:M
−1
j mod mj for each j= 1,2,...,L. Then x:=(

∑
j ·yj ·Mj ·Wj) mod M

is the solution. This can be verified as follows: First, the sum’s every term

yj · Mj · Wj ≡ yj mod mj, but yj · Mj · Wj ≡ mod mk for every k 6= j;

therefore, x ≡ yj mod mj. If also v≡ yj mod mj for every j=1,2,...,L. Then

v − x ≡ 0 mod mj, where v − x ≡ mod M , so either v = x or only one of x

and v lies in the interval 0 ≤ x < M .

2.2 Digital Signature

A digital signature is an electronic signature that can be used by someone

to authenticate the identity of the sender of a message or of the signer of

a document. It can also be used to ensure that the original content of the

message or document that has been delivered is unchanged. The signature is

formed by encrypting the entire message with the sender’s private key or by

encrypting a hash code of the message with the sender’s private key. Thus the

digital signature is able to provide authentication, non-repudiation and data

integrity. Many applications for information security are adopting this tech-

nology to support desired security properties. We apply the signature scheme

according to circumstances to satisfy the requirement of our proposed proto-

col. Especially, the blind signature scheme has been significantly employed

in e-commerce area as well as in this thesis. We introduce blind signature in

next section briefly.
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2.3 Blind Signature

In a blind signature, the signer neither learn the messages they sign, nor the

signatures the recipients obtain for their messages. A verifier who seeks a

signature for a message m′ from a signer with verifying key y prepares some

related message m to the signer. The signer provides a response s back to the

recipient, such that the recipient can derive a signature s′ from y,a message

m, m′, s such that s′ is valid for m′ with respect to y. The resulting signature

s′ is called a ’blind signature’, although it it not the signature that is blind,

but the signer.

The first constructions of cryptographic blind signature were proposed by

Chaum[13]. These early blind signature schemes were based on RSA sig-

natures. The security of blind signature schemes is defined by a degree of

unforgeability and a degree of blindness. Blindness is a property serving

the privacy interests of honest recipients against cheating and collaborating

signers and verifiers. The highest degree of unlinkability is unconditional

unlinkability, where a dishonest signer and verifier, both with unconditional

computing power, cannot distinguish (m, s) seen by the singer in the inter-

action with the honest recipient from the recipient’s outputs (m′, s′), which

are seen by the verifier, even if the signer and the verifier collaborate.

Blind signatures have been employed extensively in cryptographic con-

structions of privacy oriented services such as untraceable electronic cash and

anonymous voting schemes.

2.4 Anonymity Communication Channels

During the past years, several kinds of anonymity-preserving network sys-

tems have been proposed and these can be classified into multi-proxy based

and single-proxy based system. The multi-proxy based anonymous systems,

such as Crowds, Onion-routing and HORDES, employ a number of network
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nodes between user and web server. In these systems, the user connection

anonymity is protected by the cooperation of each node on the network. In

the single-proxy based system, such as Anonymizer and LPWA, the connec-

tion anonymity is offered by the single proxy server; however, the user must

trust this single proxy and all connection information are not anonymous to

the proxy anymore. We will briefly explain functions and structures of these

systems in this section.

2.4.1 Single-proxy based system

-Anonymizer[5][6] is one type of commercial available tools. It submits

HTTP requests to the Internet on behalf of its users so that the only IP ad-

dress revealed to the web server is that of the Anonymizer. The web server

only sees the identity of Anonymizer server instead of seeing the user’s true

identity. However, users have to trust the Anonymizer and their own ISPs

who can still observe their activities. Thus, the Anonymizer cannot guaran-

tee its users perfect anonymity. One way in which anonymity can be viloated

is the use of some streaming applications which go around the proxy by es-

tablishing their own direct net connections. Further, the technical standards

underlying the Web are constantly in flux. That is, the changes to the HTML

language can potentially create new routes around the Anonymizer’s auto-

matic link-rewriting mechanism.

-Lucent Personalized Web Assistant(LPWA)[1][4][15] is at a server that

is remote from the user application like the Anonymizer. Hence it is subject

to the same trust and vulnerability limitations. It enable users to browse web

sites using aliases that are secure, consistent and pseudonymous. Each alias

presents a different persona, such as user name, password and e-mail address

to each web site. The personas for different web sites belong to the same user

and they are independent and unrelated among them. To provide anonymous
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personalized service for user, LPWA has three functional components: Per-

sona generator, Browsing proxy and E-mail forwarder. The generated alias

in the Persona generator would be used for a specific web site where a user

wants to visit anonymously. The E-mail forwarder sends mail with alias e-

mail address to the corresponding user. First of all, these aliases have to be

satisfied the anonymity, consistency and uniqueness properties. To generate

different aliases and meet those alias properties, LPWA employs the proxy

using a collision-resistent hash function called Janus function. The alias is

computed in this function which takes user-ID and secret phases as an input.

-JANUS[16][17][18] is a cryptographic engine that assists clients in estab-

lishing and maintaining secure and pseudonymous relationship with a server.

JANUS is hiding the identity of recipients but not the identity of the senders.

It employs a proxy, like an Anonymizer server, for the web browser’s anonymity

and encrypts the web server’s URL with asymmetric encryption algorithm.

The URL of web server is opened to the public as a form of encrypted. The

sender requests the access to the server through the JANUS system with an

encrypted URL:

http : //janus.fernuni− hagen.de/janusencrypted/encryptedURL

After the JANUS system decrypts the server’s encrypted URL with its pri-

vate key, then the user is able to access the desired web site via JANUS. In

this case, the unlinkability between sender and receiver is provided. However,

like an Anonymizer, the JANUS system knows all information and both par-

ticipants in the interaction also have to trust the JANUS system. Moreover,

the system only encrypted URLs but does not provide the confidentiality of

data stream on the network.
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2.4.2 Multi-proxy based system

-Onion Routing[3][4][9][15] provides anonymous connections using different

layers of encryption. It is more robust than single-proxy systems for anony-

mous communication. In Onion Routing, a series of proxies communicating

over encrypted channels cooperate to forward data to a responder. Data

is wrapped in a series of encrypted layers that are peeled-off at a series of

proxies(onion routers) along a path towards the responder.

It is assumed that each onion router knows the identities and public keys of

each other onion router. The initiator, I, begins by choosing a route through

the other onion routers to the responder R. For each onion router on the path,

σ, the initiator constructs a layer of a connection setup packet consisting of

the IP address of the next onion router, the encryption key seed information

shared with the next onion router k, and the successor’s layer. The inner-

most layer of the onion contains the identity of the responder and the data

to be sent. Each layer is encrypted with the public key of the corresponding

router, Kσ+. Each onion router pair uses a locally unique anonymous con-

nection identifer so that subsequent communication does not require sending

another onion.

I → σ : aci, k, {σ′, k′, {σ′′, k′′, {R, data}Kσ′′+}Kσ′}Kσ+

As the packet is forwarded through the path of onion routers, the layers are

peeled off. When the packet reaches the last onion router in the path, the

data is forwarded directly to the responder. All requests from the initiator are

sent along the same path of onion routers. Replies are sent to the last onion

router on the path, which in turn forwards the data along the reverse path of

onion routers towards the initiator. In implementation [14], Onion Routing

is not typically deployed at every host. Instead, a number of dedicated onion

routers are available for use, and an initiator must connect to one of these

to contact the receiver. The first onion router thus knows all initiators it is

servicing. Should an onion router be corrupted, all initiators that use that

9



router could be exposed.

-Crowds[2][3][15][19] is a network infrastructure with multiple nodes and

based on the idea that people can be anonymous when they blend into a

crowd. It is similar in operation to Onion Routing, however, the path through

cooperating proxies is chosen randomly, on a hop-by-hop basis, as the initial

request is forward through the crowd. Once a path out of the crowd is cho-

sen, it is used for all anonymous communication from the initiator to any

responder within 24-hour period.

Crowds begins with an initialization protocol. When complete, the initia-

tor knows a private, symmetric key between itself and every jondo, the local

program running Crowds. To send data, the initiator constructs and forwards

a packet containing a random path id, p, the IP address of the responder,

and the data are all encrypted with the key KIj, shared with the randomly

chosen next jondo, j.

I → j : {R, p, data}KIj

Each crowd member receiving a packet with a new path id then randomly de-

cides based on a probability of forwarding, 0.5 ≤ Pf < 1, whether to forward

it on to the responder or to another randomly chosen jondo. Eventually, a

jondo will decide to forward the packet to the responder based on Pf .

j′ → R : p′′, data

Once the responder receives the packet, it returns a reply packet along the

reverse path of the request. Subsequent packets between the initiator and

responder always follow the same path. This use of static paths is neces-

sary because if a number of jondos collaborate to discover the identity of

an initiator. The initiator must be on each path, and therefore shows up

more often than any other jondo. To limit the number of paths available to

collaborators, Crowds only changes paths at a set period, typically every 24

hours. The use of static paths can lead to a slightly different problem. If new

members that join immediately create a path, they can be easily identified
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as new members have already established paths. A new member should wait

until the next commit to form a path out of the crowd, and every initiator

must flush and recreate al existing connections through the crowd.

While the identities of the crowds members are public knowledge, respon-

ders, and other crowds members never learn which particular crowd member

is the initiator, as it is not easy to determine if the a successor on a path

is sending its own message or forwarding one of another member. In this

case, each member of the crowd gains anonymity at the cost of bandwidth in

forwarding others communications.

-HORDES[7][15] employs multiple proxies similar to those used in the Crowds

to anonymously route packets, but it uses the multicasting network to reply

response. It provides only sender anonymity but not the receiver anonymity.

In forwarding message step, the initiator sends his/her messages to the re-

sponder through randomly selected jondos and the message send from the

initiator, in addition, has the multicast group address of the HORDES net-

work to receive a responder’s data. After a number of hops through the

HORDE member, the last jondo forwards the message to the responder. It

is prefaced with the random number, id, to identify it to the receiver for easy

recognition from the multicast group. In HORDES, the forward and reverse

paths are not always the same. Because of this property, the traceback attack

would be difficult. For example, an active traceback attack along the forward

path can be occurred against a HORDES session, but only while the session

is active. It is more difficult that the packet does not follow the same path

through the network. A passive attack would be also difficult because of the

dynamic path in HORDES. That is, the path is re-established every session in

this system. Against the malicious participants’ collaborations the HORDES

provides the same sender anonymity compared with the Crowds and Onion

Routing, but the collaboration is possible only at the forward path but not

the reverse path. However, the reply in HORDES can be eavesdropped by
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any multicast receivers, and because the reply comes without being processed

by some proxies, the timing attack is possible.

2.5 Related works

Recently, there have been several proposal on the privacy-preserving systems

for transactions on the Internet. In this section, we discuss some previous

works related with our system and suggest their weakness.

In [8], Bao and Deng concerned about the anoymous transaction and com-

mensurate with the general problem of the Private Information Retrieval(PIR).

Particulary authors introduced the system that allows a customer to disclose

his/her identity information to the web site in exchange for a digital item, but

prevents the web site from learning which specific item a customer intends

to obtain. In this idea, the potential customer is able to pay for his desired

content on the Internet but also his purchasing information is hidden from the

web site. Therefore, it is difficult to get the necessary sales information for

service provider’s business activities. To do this, the merchant(the web site

is equivalent to the merchant) generates the secure package including item

information, encrypted item and encrypted encryption key. The customer

downloads this secure package with free of charge through the Internet. So

to get an encryption key for item decryption, the user must obtain the key

from the transaction server which is independent entity in the system archi-

tecture. Of course, the static number of downloaded item can be gathered

at the service provider but such numbers cannot precisely reflect the number

of sold copies of each digital item. In the real world, the sales information is

very important to run business and the royalty payment.

Gritzalis,Moulinos and Kostis[4] introduced the system based on the in-

formediaries. The informediary(I/M) is a business entity surpporting the

development of anonymous busines models and its basic role is to accumulate

user information, and deals products and services on behalf of them. In other
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words, the informediaries provide the user information that is not enough

to identify each user to suppliers and maximize the value of customers pro-

file while they prevent suppliers or commercial web servers from collecting

user profile. Therefore, the use of I/M enable customers to increase their

bargain capability without revealing personal data and, at the same time, en-

ables vendors to promote products and service without violating customers’

privacy.

In the work[12] by Enzman, Kunz and Schneider, the proposed system

prevents the vendor(or supplier) from linking the user information which is

gathered while searching with identifying information. In order to do this,

the system requires asymmetric algorithm for data encryption by using public

key of the vendor. If the user wants to buy some products or services, the user

generates agents which contain the desired product information, and sends it

to the base station which is in the middle of communication between a user

and vendors. That is, all agents from the user are send to the destined vendor

via the base station. The base station dispatches these agents and plays a

role of proxy. Thus, the vendor cannot gather users’ IP addresses and cookies

for linking the received order.

In [4][12], these approaches generate the pseudonyms for customers and

employ the TTP between the customer and the service provider. The service

provider is able to get the necessary information related with its customers,

but the customer must trust the TTP.

In [11], Otsuka and Onozawa proposed the system that applied the idea of

personal information market. It supports that businesses obtain the reliable

customer information and also access customer itself while customers are able

to control their privacy. The Personal Information Market(PIM) is a frame-

work for personal information sharing and people trade their own preferences

with others. That is, the business entity buys the information from customers

while customers control the use of their personal information. The PIM con-

sists of four entities: Sender who provides his/her information, Receiver who
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collects and uses user information and provides services or products, Broker

who intermediates between Sender and Receiver, and Deliverer who delivers

the service from Receiver to Sender. In PIM, Sender has the description file

which contains the user identifier(e.g., address, phone number etc.) which is

traceable and the payload(e.g., gender, age, purchasing history etc.) which

is untraceable information. The payload information involves the set of cat-

egorized behavioral data and the user keeps his/her personal information in

the description file. The Receiver who plays role of business entity or other

comsumer is able to get the Sender’s payload information but not the identi-

fying information. The Broker and Deliverer are only able to get the identifier

information but not payload. If the Broker, Deliverer and Receiver conspired

together, the Sender’s anonymity cannot be protected. Moreover, this system

still employs TTP consisting of the Broker and Deliverer.
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Chapter 3

Proposed Scheme

We consider new privacy preserving system for digital content transactions.

In our proposed scheme, we use the blind signature and anonymity commu-

nication channels for providing unlinkable transactions.

We categorized the customer’s information into the payment information

and user-profile information. The payment information that includes the

credit card number or banking account which is usually used to authorize

the customer for the payment when he/she purchases any desired digital con-

tent, and the payment information is only revealed to a payment entity. (In

this thesis, the payment information of customer is equivalent to identity.)

The user-profile information contains the user-untraceable data, such as cus-

tomer’s age, gender or habit, and is used in the service provider to obtain

necessary information for its business activities.

3.1 Overall Architecture

Our proposed system consists of three components: Customer, Service Provider

(SP) and Payment Server (PS). The customer purchases digital contents from

SP on the Internet, and has to pay for desired contents validly by revealing

their information required in the payment process. SP provides digital con-

tents to the customer and this participant should have user-profile information

for its marketing activities. However, SP is not permitted to get customers’

identities,thus, it has to be difficult for SPs to trace a customer who bought
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a certain digital item. PS is an entity performing the payment process for

the customer. In the real world, PS could be a credit-card company, a bank

or payment gateway. In our approach, PS cannot know about the customer’s

purchasing information, such as what the customer bought or which content

he/she expects to buy. Simply, PS only deals with the payment information

received from a customer and there is no way for PS to know which customer

intends to purchase what kinds of contents. PS does not reject SP’s request

to transfer money after finishing the transaction of the customer.

In addition, our approach uses the multi-proxy based anonymity network

system, as we mentioned above, between the customer and SP. we assume

that it is vulnerable to eavesdropping but robust against the traffic analysis

attack. For more deep understanding, we describe some properties that the

multi-proxy based anonymity network we employed should provide.

• Avoiding the information centralization

Because of the multi-proxy based anonymity network, the customer does not

need to trust a single proxy for maintaining anonymity, and since requests

of the customer are destined for the web server through multiple proxies, it

is more effective for providing connection anonymity. Moreover, it must be

difficult to recognize who have initiated the request even if some of proxies

are colluded.

• Recovery the packet loss while transferring contents

While SP and the customer are communicating together, the anonymity sys-

tem must guarantee the content delivery without the loss. If the content is

lost on the anonymity network, the system can provide the recovery method.

• User overhead should be low as much as possible

To design the effective and practical system, the anonymity network does not

cause much overhead for the network performance and efficiency.
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We also assume that the customer may cheat SP. For example, a wicked

customer may download contents without paying fairy or with paying less

than the content price. Finally, the Third Trusted Party(TTP) does not

need to be involved in our system. In other words, all participants do not

trust each other and the customer information is dispersed and decentralized

over the system entities.

3.2 Requirement of Our System

3.2.1 System Requirements

We consider that the protocol is operated under the Public-key certification

infrastructure. Every participated entities have their own public key from

the Certificate Authority(CA). Since RSA algorithm is already, generally im-

plemented and used in Internet browsers such as MS Internet Explorer and

Netscape, our proposed system can be easily adapted in current existing net-

work systems. Moreover, other various web sites are also applying RSA algo-

rithm for security thus these technological trends are one of the reason why

we adopted RSA-based blind signature. As we described in previous section,

the customer uses the anonymity network to be hide his information, such as

IP addresses, cookies, in the browsing step, because if the anonymity network

does not used in the browsing step, SP is able to know who have accessed

and analyze the accessing patterns from staying time in its site.

• Decentralization of customer information

The user identities and his profile information should be managed in

PS and SP repeatedly. If the single system component manages and

stores all information about customers, the information exposure could

be more fatal than it could be at the system that disperses its cus-

tomer information over participated components. Besides, customers

are required to trust a single system component for being anonymous.
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Thus, our proposed system should scatter and decentralize customer

information.

• Providing customer identities for the payment

For applying the current payment technology and designing the system

more practically, the protocol should not use the anonymous payment

system. Consequently, to pay for desired digital contents, the customer

needs to open his payment information but not any information related

with desired contents.

• Controlling the profile information exposure

The customer should provide his profile information selectively. That is,

the customer needs to determine his preferences to be revealed to control

his privacy from SP, and our proposed system needs to ensure that the

providing user preferences must depend on the customer’s willingness.

• Unlinkability between customer identities and their profiles

Any entities except the customer itself cannot link the customer identi-

fying information to his profile information. Even if SP and PS collude

and share their information mutually, it must be difficult to find any

relation between identities and profiles.

3.3 Protocol

In this section we describe our proposed system protocol, and how the unlink-

ability of customers’ identities and their transactions are provided. Overall

protocol is consist of three phases: Setup, Purchasing and Delivery. We will

use the following notations to describe the protocol.
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3.3.1 Setup phase

Setting up Parameters SP and PS individually set up the system wide

RSA parameters as follows:

1. Pick a 1024-bit RSA module n = pq with primes p = 2p′+1 and q =

2q′+1 where p′ and q′ are also primes.

2. Choose a random 120-bit number dp and let dq = dq+2.

3. Compute the RSA secret exponent d by the Chinese Remainder Theo-

rem(CRT) such that d = dp mod 2p′ and d = dqmod 2q′.

4. Compute the RSA public exponent e such that ed = 1 mod 2p′q′.

The public key (e,n) is made public and the private key d is distributed

securely. We define the public/secret key for SP as Ksp and K−1
sp respectively.

Similarly, the public/secert key for PS are defined as Kps and K−1
ps .

CI Creation. Before a transaction with customers, SP creates the content’s

sample information (CI). That can be a movie trailer, a part of music file or

any kind of attractable information. Note that SP creates many CIs that

introduce the same digital content, thus, each CI has its own identifier (CID)

to be used when SP sends a full content to the customer at the delivery phase.

After SP creates CI with CID, SP stores CID into the database.

REFinQ Creation SP also creates the REFinQ which is a questionnaire

of kind and required for SP to understand customers’ preferences. To do this,

SP makes questions asking the user-untraceable information, for example,

it may ask about age, gender, favorites, motive of buying and so on. It

means that customers can specify what information should be disclosed to

whom, when it should be disclosed, and for what purpose, and that they
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are guaranteed the information will be treated so. Furthermore, SP can

analyze unspecified individual customer’s preference without knowing his/her

identifier for business.

Step.1 SP carries out the following: generate the signature for its own ID

(SID) and price of ith digital content’s Pi with a private key. After that,

generate the bundle [CIi, {SID, Pi}K−1
sp

, REFinQ ].

Any potential customers can download this bundle without charge via an

anonymous communication network. This bundle is only one-time down-

loaded in order to avoid the content re-delivery.

Step.2 After downloading the bundle, SP stores CIDi into the database be-

cause even though the digital content is not purchased yet, those information

about stored CIDs could be a good statistical data for analyzing and auditing

digital contents.

3.3.2 Purchasing Phase

Step.3 The potential customer who downloaded a bundle and decided to

purchase makes out the REFinQ and we call it as REFanS after answering.

To answer REFinQ is not a mandatory in our system and this step totally

depends on the customer’s intention. In other words, the customer does not

need to make a REFanS or he can select any questions he just wants to

answer.

Step.4 The customer generates his payment information(PAYINFO) to pay

for desired content. The PAYINFO, in this protocol, is a credit card number,

banking account, or any other information to be used for the payment process.

We consider that the PAYINFO can be used as user identification and is only

opened to the PS. To get a PS’s blind signature, the customer creates a
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Figure 3.1: Setup and Purchasing Phases

random secret integer r, and computes U=BlindCUS(KPS, CIi, r) with the

public key of PS. The value U is the blinded CI and the customer sends it

to PS for obtaining its signature.

Step.5 The customer encrypts a set of {SID, Pi}K−1
SP

, PAYINFO and U

with the public key of PS, and sends it to PS.

Step.6 The PS verifies {SID, Pi}K−1
sp

whether it is generated in SP. If it is

valid, the PS starts to process the customer’s payment request with PAYINFO

and Pi.

Step.7 If the payment process is successfully processed, PS computes where

Pi is the content’s price just processed in Step.6 and generates the signature
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S={U · Pi}K−1
PS

Step.7-1 PS send S to the customer.

Step.8 At this step, the customer receives the value S. So, PS’s signature,

S, justifies whether the customer paid properly without revealing what the

customer intends to buy. To unblind the value S, the customer computes

{CIi · Pi}K−1
PS

= UnblindCUS(S, r)

3.3.3 Delivery Phase

When SP delivers the digital contents to the customer, an anonymity net-

work is employed between them. An anonymity network to be employed in

our system is used to provide the connection anonymity for the customer.

Thus, the customer would be anonymous from SP while he purchases the

digital contents. As we described, we use the concept of multi-proxy bases

system to avoid that the single proxy determines the customer’s identity.

Step.9 In this step, the customer demands SP to send the full digital con-

tent (M ) by sending an encrypted data [{CIi ·Pi}K−1
PS

, CIi,REFanS,NCUS]KSP

where NCUS is a nonce generated by the customer.

Step.10 SP verifies {CIi ·Pi}K−1
PS

and compares Pi with P′i = CI−1
i (CIi ·Pi)

to validate whether the customer paid accurate price for his desired content,

and check the state of CIDi from the database to avoid the double delivery

of digital content. Since the state of CIDi is automatically changed when the

matching digital content is purchased or downloaded, we can easily obstruct

the double use of {CIi · Pi}K−1
PS

Step.11 After doing all confirmation, SP encrypts the full digital content

(M ) with NCUS which is from the customer. That is, Zi = E (Mi, NCUS)
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Figure 3.2: Delivery Phases

Step.11-1 SP sends encrypted full digital content Zi through the anony-

mous communication channel. When finishing the content delivery, the ser-

vice provider changes the state of CIDi to purchased condition in the database.

Step.12 If the customer receives the encrypted full digital content, Zi, he

computes M = D(Zi, NCUS) to get his purchased digital content.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of the Protocol

In our protocol, since the customer blinds his desired CI, and the PS merely

generates a signature for blinded CI, PS cannot learn which content the cus-

tomer intends to purchase. Even though PS has customers’ identity infor-

mation from PAYINFO, it does not provide enough information to infer or

track the customers’ buying pattern because the CI is blinded by the cus-

tomer’s secret random number r using RSA blind signature scheme. SP has

the customers’ profile information from the REFanS received from customers

at the purchasing phase. Each REFanS contains the individual customer’s

preference such as his age, gender, date of purchasing, his favorites and so on,

but these preference information do not say about any customer identifying

information.

Additionally, all communication of SP and the customer is achieved on the

anonymity network so that SP cannot trace the specific customer’s identity.

SP just delivers contents to the customer through the anonymity network

after authorizing whether the customer paid or not.

In another consideration, our proposed system enables the customer to

pay for separated desired contents with different PI s at the same time be-

cause PS processes the payment process according to individual PI s re-

ceived from the customer without regard to CI. For example, assume that

if the customer has several bundles, [CI1, {SID, P1}K−1
sp

, REFinQ ], [CI2,

{SID, P2}K−1
sp

, REFinQ ]...[CIn, {SID, Pn}K−1
sp

, REFinQ ] and wants to pur-

chase all of them, he sends U1=BlindCUS(KPS, CI1, r), U2=BlindCUS(KPS,
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CI2, r)...Un=BlindCUS(KPS, CIn, r) and {SID, P1}K−1
SP

, {SID, P2}K−1
SP

...{SID, Pn}K−1
SP

to PS. PS verifies every single {SID, Pi}K−1
SP

and computes S1 ={U1 ·P1}K−1
PS

,

S2={U2 · P2}K−1
PS

,...Sn={Un · Pn}K−1
PS

. In theses transactions, PS that may

contract with another SPs has to recognize each SID for different PI in order

to transfer money to the right SP.

4.1 Performance Analysis

The most heavy computational burden to PS is the verifying operation {CIi ·
Pi}K−1

PS
in step 10. The operation {SID, Pi}K−1

sp
is also expensive, but it is

conducted only once for each digital content M, while verifying operation is

performed per transaction. Hence we want to reduce the cost of {CIi ·Pi}K−1
PS

as much as possible. This is the reason why we choose the secret key K−1
PS

through applying the CRT. Since dp and dq for generating secret keys are small

120-bit numbers, the computation is much cheaper than an direct 1024-bit

RSA algorithm.

Since the secret key is chosen in a special way, the most expensive computation

for the customer is BlindCUS(KPS, CI,r). But this step can be done in

advance as a pre-computation, i.e., the selection of r and the computation

of blinding function can be carried out as soon as the customer’s machine

is power on or during the machine idle time. The task for the customer’s

machine to do after unblinding of S is getting random nonce N and decrypting

M = D(Zi, NCUS). They are very cheap operations.

4.2 Security Analysis

The problem of speeding up RSA encryption algorithm has been studied in

cryptography for many years. It has been noticed that choosing small secret

exponent d could be dangerous[20][22]. So far the best way is to choose small

dp and dq. The meet-in-the-middle attack with Fast Fourier Transform tech-
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nique provides an algorithm of complexity O(
√

dp(log2

√
dp)

2) to factorize

n[21]. Therefore, a 120-bit dp can provide a security level higher than 272,

which is not much lower than the cost of the best factorization of 1024-bit n.

4.2.1 Information Disclosure

One possible attack is that the collusion of SP and PS by sharing their in-

formation: customer identities and profiles. In our proposed protocol, if two

participants share their information mutually, they cannot link customers’

identities to their profile information together since the PS does not know CI

that the customer paid for unless knowing the customer’s secret number r.

Also, SP does not know who have bought its digital content, and there is no

way to find any relevance between them.

4.2.2 Dispute Resolution

SP requests PS to transfer money after transactions. It is also possible that

the money transfer between the PS and SP can be occurred every fixed time

period. Since the PS has SIDs, the sale charge can be transferred to the right

SP.

Our approach provides protection against unfair activities by either SP

or the customer. Possible disputations and cheatings are addressed in this

section. All cases require the authority as a mediator. In addition, if required,

the customer can reveal his identity. At the end of the transaction, even if the

customer paid for his desired content to PS, it is possible that SP refuses to

deliver a full content. In this case, the customer shows his S to the mediator

for proving that he already paid Pi for CIi to PS. If it is valid, the customer

prevails.

Another possible fraud is that the customer who downloaded a number of

bundles and accumulated multiple {SID, P}K−1
sp

can cheat SP by replacing

{SID, Pi−1}K−1
sp

associated with a high cost item with another {SID, Pi}K−1
sp
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associated with a low cost item. Because PS receives the {SID, Pi}K−1
sp

and

blinded CI of Pi−1, the malicious customer can pay lower cost and request

CI of Pi−1 to SP by showing the signature {CIi−1 · Pi}K−1
PS

of PS. However,

SP computes P ′
i = CI−1

i−1(CIi−1 · Pi) and compares with Pi−1 corresponding

with CIi−1 at the delivery phase, and if P ′
i and Pi−1 are not the same, SP

easily becomes aware of the customer’s cheating.

4.2.3 How Common Threats are dealt with

Blind signature and content delivery exploit public and symmetric key cryp-

tography. These technologies are deployed to defend against most threats.

1. Monitoring of communication lines. Avoided by using Public Key Cryp-

tography.

2. Shared key stealing. Avoided by using public key encryption.

3. Unauthorized modification of information in transit. Avoided by us-

ing public key encryption during all communication steps between two

entities

4. Forged Network Addresses and Masquerade: We distinguish two cases

of forging:

• An unscrupulous user pretends to be a self-signed S - This is

avoided by issuing certificates by authority as a mediator.

• An unscrupulous user pretends to be a trusted party - Avoided by

using certificate-hashing mechanisms.

5. Unauthorized access : Avoided through the use of a sound access control

policy.
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Table 4.1: Services and candidate technologies and standards

Service Candidate technologies

Registration WWW, SSL, Secure e-mail(PGP, S/MIME)

Cryptographic services RSA Cryptokit, Microsoft CryptoAPI

Certificate management X.509, SPKI

Anonymity Communication Onion-routing, Crowds

Database management Medium-class or high-end DBMS supporting SQL

Delivery S/MIME, PGP

6. Private key stealing and Private key compromise: Avoided by using

strong encryption and by storing cryptographic tokens in removable

media.
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Chapter 5

Comparison

In this section, there is a comparison table of previous systems described

in the preliminaries section. In this table,the customer privacy issues are

itemized into 4 factors: Privacy control, Technical traceability, Sales audit

and Unlinkability of transactions.

Privacy control means that how much customers can manage or control

identity information themselves. The proposed system in [8] requires cus-

tomers to disclose their identities for the payment operation to the trans-

action server. That is, the customer provide his/her identities even though

their surfing activities are hidden. In [4] and [11], the disclosure of customer

profile information is depended on the system proxy which has a capability

to build customers’ identity information. The system in [12] using agents

has also high privacy control has high privacy control. The customer himself

generates agents and sets the attributes that will be disclosed to web servers.

In our proposed system, the customer is free to answer questions in RefinQ.

In other word, the customer control the degree of the profile disclosure by

himself. Thus, the customer of our system has high privacy control.

Technical Traceability means the possibility of tracking customers through

the technical factors, such as IP addresses and cookies. The [8] and [11] have

low possibility because they plays as a role of filter in between the user and the

web server, so these traceable factors could be removed. In our system, each

transaction between the SP and customer is occurred through the anonymity

communication channel. Therefore, all technical traceability are filtered out
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Table 5.1: Comparison among Customer Privacy Preserving Systems

Proposed

System

[8] [4] [11] [12]

Privacy Control O X X X X

Technical cookies X O O 4 O

Traceability IP address X 4 O X O

User Authentication password-

based

¬ IP address,

signature

password-

based

¬

Sale Audit O X O O O

IDs - Profiles Unlinkability Yes Yes No No No

Credential Integrity signature MAC Signed Hash MAC Signed Hash

O: available , X: Not available , 4: Partially available , ¬: Not applied

during the transmitting on the channel.

In Authentication, the proposed scheme uses a nonce generated by the

customer to provide protection against replay attacks. However, S must

be included in order to prevent a malicious customer from replaying a stolen

{CIi ·Pi}K−1
PS

with a new nonce N, potentially increasing the customer’s work-

load.

Sales Audit is that whether service provider are able to know the sales

figure, (e.g., a number of sold items, what kind of group person have bought

and so on) or not. The system [8] does not provide sales figure information

to the service provider. Merely, the static number of downloaded items are

gathered and these numbers are not helpful in real world and unpractical. In

other systems [11], [4] and [12], their proxies provide sales information to the

service provider instead of the customer. In our system, the REFanS gener-

ated by customers are provided to the SP through the anonymity channel and

the number of sold item can be easily recognized at the delivery phase, hence

the SP can get the enough sales information without interfering customer
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identities.

User Information is classified with Payment information and User-profile

information in our proposed scheme. That is, most previous works manage all

user information at the single trusted proxy between customers and service

providers. However, our proposed system lets these information are stored at

different entities. For example, payment information including customer iden-

tity only goes to PS, and user-profile only goes to SP. So, these architecture

helps decrease the risk of information exposure.

Unlinkability between transactions is one of important properties in our

proposed system. The [4], [11] and [12] don’t provide unlinkable transaction.

The systems preserving customer privacy control all information on their

customer as a TTP. Therefore, it is possible to expose customer identities

if they are conspired together. However, although our proposed system re-

quest customers to reveal their identities like these systems, the unlinkability

between user identities and purchasing history are provided by applying the

RSA blind signature scheme. Especially, we modified this scheme by signing

blinded content’s CI with its price information at the PS. Even if the cus-

tomer information is not revealed to SP and PS but also they are colluded

together, due to the unlinkable transaction property, finding the relevance

between occurred transactions and user profiles would be difficult.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Throughout this thesis, we have studied on privacy preserving unlinkable

protocol for digital content transactions. For the concrete design, we reviewed

previous related works and pointed out their problems. And then we have

suggested the improved protocol with RSA blind signature scheme.

Many kinds of customer privacy-preserving systems use pseudonyms or

TTP that hides all customer information from service providers, but our

proposed protocol, in this thesis, uses a current implemented payment ar-

chitecture instead of an anonymous payment system. In addition, customer

privacy is to protected without TTP. The customer only sends PS his/her

payment information as an identity in order to pay for desired content and

SP performs the verification based on RSA blind signature scheme whether

the customer paid validly. Since the communication between SP and the cus-

tomer is achieved on anonymity network, SP cannot learn and track a content

that the customer intended to purchase.

Moreover, even if SP and PS may collude together and share their cus-

tomer information mutually, two entities cannot find out customer’s pur-

chasing record due to the difficulty for linking customer identity to profile

information.

It is commonly recognized that one of the most important issues for e-

commerce of digital contents is content protection and management. This

is on-going effort in a number of industrial initiatives. However, additional

efforts are required to study detailed integration issues with specific content
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protection and management systems. Therefore, it is necessary to study how

to seamlessly integrate our system with a digital content protection system.
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�Ð, ���'��Å	 l�\O�, 7£¤ óøÍB��� {9��©�\�"f��H þj�èô�Ç �¦Ì�o >h>h���_� ���ì�r&ñ
�Ð\�¦

%3��̀¦ Ãº \O��8���̧, �����[þt_� q�Ý¼m�Û¼ �Ö̧1lx x9� �¦Ì�o_� ½̈B� J���� ì�r$3� 1px

�̀¦ 0A�#� �¦Ì�o ��� ñ�̧(preference)1px�̀¦ ·ú��¦ z�·#Qô�Ç��. s��Qô�Ç ̈½¹כ ���½Ó

[þt�Ér "î
Ñþ��>� @/wn�÷&��H �¹�ès�lכ M:ë�H\� �̧¿º ëß�7á¤r�v�l� �©�{©�y� #Q§>���.

�:r �7Hë�H\�"f��H �¦Ì�o_� áÔ��s�!Qr� �Ð ñ\�¦ �Ð ñ ½+É Ãº e���̀¦ ÷�rëß� ��m���, óøÍ

B���\�>��̧ q�Ý¼m�Û¼ �Ö̧1lx\� ¹ô�Çכ��9 &ñ
�Ð\�¦ ]j/BN½+É Ãº e����H r�Û¼%7� áÔ�Ð

�Ðc+t�̀¦ [O�>��%i���. Äºo��� ]jîß����H r�Û¼%7�\�"f��H, �¦Ì�o_� &ñ
�Ð\�¦ �¦Ì�o���

ì�r&ñ
�Ð(Identity Information)õ� �¦Ì�o ½̈B�J����, ��� ñ�̧\�¦ �í�<Ê���H áÔ�Ð��

{9�(Profile information)Ü¼�Ð ��¾º%3���. �¦Ì�o�Ér t�Ô�¦�̀¦ �l� 0AK� �����_� ���

ì�r&ñ
�Ð\�¦ t�Ô�¦{��{©� >h�̂(payment server)\� ]j/BN��¦, óøÍB�����H q�Ý¼m�Û¼

\� ¹ô�Çכ��9 &ñ
�Ð\�¦ ]j/BN~ÃÎ�̀¦ Ãº e����. {9�º��_� s��Qô�Ç �þt�Ér]	כ Chaums� ]jîß�

ô�Çe��"î
"f"î
l�ZO��̀¦6£x6 x�#�s�ÀÒ#Qt� 9,t�Ô�¦{��{©�>h�̂ü<óøÍB���çß�_�/BN
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�̧�� µ1ÏÒqt�#� �¦Ì�o ���ì�r&ñ
�Ðü< �¦Ì�o áÔ�Ð��{9� &ñ
�Ð\�¦ /BNÄ»�>� ÷&�8���̧

¿º &ñ
�Ðçß�\� ��Áº��� �'aº��$í
�̀¦ ¹1Ô�̀¦ Ãº \O�l� M:ë�H\� ���õ�&h�Ü¼�Ð �������A�\�

"f_� �¦Ì�o áÔ��s�!Qr���H �Ð ñ ~ÃÎ�̀¦ Ãº e��>� �)a��.

��t�}��Ü¼�Ð�:r�7Hë�H\�"f��H]jîß��)aáÔ�Ð�Ðc+t_�îß����$í
x9�$í
0px�̀¦ì�r$3��

%i��¦, t��FK��t� ]jîß��)a �¦Ì�o áÔ��s�!Qr� ]j/BN r�Û¼%7�[þtõ� q��§\�¦ K� �Ð��¤

��.
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